Chaotic itinerancy as a mechanism of irregular changes between synchronization and desynchronization in a neural network.
We investigate the dynamic character of a network of electrotonically coupled cells consisting of class I point neurons, in terms of a finite dimensional dynamical system. We classify a subclass of class I point neurons, called class I* point neurons. Based on this classification, we use a reduced Hindmarsh-Rose (H-R) model, which consists of two dynamical variables, to construct a network model consisting of electrotonically coupled H-R neurons. Although biologically simple, the system is sufficient to extract the essence of the complex dynamics, which the system may yield under certain physiological conditions. The network model produces a transitory behavior as well as a periodic motion and spatio-temporal chaos. The transitory dynamics that the network model exhibits is shown numerically to be chaotic itinerancy. The transitions appear between various metachronal waves and all-synchronization states. The network model shows that this transitory dynamics can be viewed as a chaotic switch between synchronized and desynchronized states. Despite the use of spatially discrete point neurons as basic elements of the network, the overall dynamics exhibits scale-free activity including various scales of spatio-temporal patterns.